
BUTTER
The butter market dropped by -0.0475 on Monday, and then fell by -0.01 on

Tuesday followed by another drop of -0.0125 on Wednesday. This week’s

butter market average is down -0.0446 from last week’s average.

Butter Highlights

MADISON, WI January 5, 2018 (REPORT 1)

Butter orders into retail and food service channels are steady to increase

throughout the United States, as educational institutions are reopening, and

grocery stores are replenishing their post-holiday stocks. Spot trading is

steady to light as some market participants are purchasing for immediate

commitments or are covered for the time being. However, many industry

contacts report butter markets are remaining the lone commodity that has

started 2018 in steady to bullish fashion with increased spot market prices.

Some dairy plants were closed during the holiday, allowing cream supplies 

to be more available for butter production. Churning schedules are active to

decreased and inventories are steady to drawn down. Bulk butter prices

range from 1 cent to 8 cents above the market, based on the CME Group 

with various time frames and averages used. 
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CHEESE
The block market fell from prior week’s by -0.005 on Monday, and by 

another -0.035 on Tuesday, followed by a drop again of -0.015 on 

Wednesday. This week’s block market average is -0.0439 less than last 

week’s average. The barrel market also fell from prior week by -0.065 on 

Monday, by another - 0.025 on Tuesday and again by -0.005 on 

Wednesday. This week’s barrel market average is -0.0971 less than last 

week’s average.

Weekly 
Dairy Update



Cheese Highlights

MADISON, WI January 5, 2018 (REPORT 1)

Milk availability reports have gone unchanged throughout the country:

supplies are plentiful. Spot milk purchases in the Midwest were reported 

from $1.50 to $6 under Class III. Retail and food service sales are steady to 

up in the Midwest and Northeast. Western cheese producers have relayed 

that most styles of cheese have met sales expectations, while mozzarella 

demand has deteriorated. Some cheese plants have eased back on work 

schedules in the wake of busy holiday production runs, partially in order to 

manage growing cheese stocks. Cold temperatures have caused some 

hauling delays, particularly in the Northeast. The cheese market tone is 

regaining some normalcy after a fairly tumultuous Q4. Although the overall 

sentiment is not shipshape, contacts have some bullish near term 

expectations, as market prices have regained a more comfortable position. 

Friday on the CME, barrels closed at $1.3900, down $.0525 from last 

Friday. Blocks closed at $1.4950, down $.0450 from last Friday.
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FLUID MILK AND CREAM
MADISON, WI. January 4, 2018 (REPORT 1)

Milk production in the Midwest, throughout the current subzero and single

digit temperature period, is remaining steady. As farmers take precautions 

to keep plenty of feed and water on hand, contacts suggest milk output will 

not be noticeably stunted. However, they suggest the possibility of a lengthy 

cold spell could definitely decrease milk yields. Class I sales are slowly 

climbing back up, as some schools reopen following the holiday break. 

Cheese producers who are in the market are still finding spot milk prices at 

a discount, as low as $6 under Class III. Hauling and transportation hurdles

continue to stultify fluid milk and cream suppliers. They suggest difficulties

stem from shrinking trucker numbers, weather related delays in plants and 

on the road, and requirements regarding electronic logging devices. In 

certain cases, mandatory electronic logs, now being built in to newer truck 

models, are creating difficulties in redirecting and/or rerouting the perish-

able merchandise. Cream remains abundant. However, cream prices saw 

an increase following the holiday, as reported multiples ranged from 1.10 to 

1.20 f.o.b. As some Class II plants took an unprecedented amount of time 

off during the holidays, many butter producers suggest their cream supplies 

are full. A number of contacts have suggested that multiples may come 

back down as early as next week, as the current range is a post-holiday 

bump and may not align with the current availability of cream. The DMN 

monthly average of the range price series for Upper Midwest Class II cream 

during December 2017 was $2.6158, compared to $2.5678 a year ago. 
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The DMN National Retail Report-Dairy for December 29-January 
4 noted the national weighted average advertised price for one 
gallon of milk was $3.22, unchanged from last week, and 53 
cents higher than a year ago. The weighted average regional 
prices in the Midwest and South Central were $3.11 and
$4.29, respectively.

USDA/AMS/Dairy Market News, Madison, Wisconsin

SHELL EGGS
Wed. Jan. 10, 2018 USDA Market News

Daily National Egg Market-at-a-Glance Prices of New York eggs are 

unchanged on all sizes. Regional and California prices are steady. The 

undertone is steady to weak. Offerings are moderate, however light in the 

South Central region. Retail and distributive demand is light to moderate 

with noted improvements in the South Central and Southeast areas. 

Supplies are usually moderate to heavy for current needs. Market activity is 

moderate. Breaking stock floor stocks are moderate to heavy; breaking 

schedule are normal to extended. Spent fowl demand is mostly slow on 

light to moderate supplies.

SOURCE: USDA Livestock, Poultry & Grain Market News Division


